Walker Magnetics can help you build or repair them more efficiently.... From outside storage to inside material handling, to loading and unloading burning tables ......... Walker offers you .......... Magnetic Solutions.

Walker Magnetics have been used with virtually every mobile crane configuration you could possibly imagine. From fork lifts to straddle cranes, the addition of magnets can help you move material more effectively and safer, with a minimum of manpower requirements.

Once inside your facility we can tailor our systems to meet your specific material handling needs. From Electro Magnets or Electro-Permanent magnets to Battery Powered or Permanent Magnets, we have the ability to meet your unique requirements.

Loading and unloading burning tables can be done quickly and safely with magnets handling your material. We can reduce your downtime and increase your part cutting productivity.

Not sure if magnets are right for you; why not give us a call to set up an appointment to discuss your specific needs and goals.